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Service for Mr. Mussey,
Economies Professor
Wellesley College attended fun-
eral services Monday, February 12
at 2:00 p. m. in the Houghton
Memoral Chapel, for Professor
Henry Raymond Mussey, who died
suddenly Saturday, February 10, i
the age of 05. Professor Mussey
held the A. Barton Hepburn chair
of Economics.
Professor Mussey first joined the
Wellesley faculty in February,
L922, remaining until 1929, when
for two years he served as Man-
aging Editor of The Nation. He
returned to Wellesley in 1931.
Graduating from Beloit College
in Wisconsin in 1900 and receiving
his Ph. D. from Columbia in 1905,
Professor Mussey taught Econ-
omics and Sociology at Bryn Mawr
College, at the University of
Pennsylvania, at Columbia Uni-
versity and Barnard College, and
at New York University.
He first joined the staff of The
Nation in 1918 as Managing Edi-
tor, acting later as Contributing
Editor and again as Managing Ed-
itor. In 1930 Professor Mussey
prepared a survey for the League
of Independent Political Action,
""
'' '" I elped to organize the
foi Freedom in Teaching
I
against the Massa-
ctts law requiring teachers'
Professor Mussey left a widow
and a son, June Barrows Mussey.
Rev. Gordon B. Wellman, Asso-
ciate Professor of Biblical His-
tory, conducted the funeral ser-
vice.
No. 15
Charity Ball Will Aid
War Sufferers in Lands
Of Europe and Far East
A Charity Ball will be held
February 24 in Alumnae Hall at
8:30 p. m. Proceeds of the ball,
which is sponsored by Service
Fund, will be used toward war re-
lief in Europe and in the Far East.
Finnish, Chinese, and Polish suf-
ferers will be among those aided.
The money is to be administered
by some national agency.
Tickets for the Charity Ball will
be $1.00 per couple. The dance
is formal and no stags are allowed.
Also, no corsages will be per-
mitted unless they are bought at
Alumnae Hall. Flowers will be
sold at reasonable prices at the
entrance. Don Gahan's orchestra
of 14 pieces will play for the dance.
Students May Attend
Physics Open House
If you feel in the mood to be
shocked, and don't mind a bolt of
miniature lightening from a high-
frequency alternating current, or
if you want to check up on the
authenticity of the pearls in that
fraternity pin you just added to
your string, and have no objection
to seeing them bombarded with
electrons, then don't miss the an-
nual Physics Open House on Pen-
dleton Hall, from 7:30 p. m. to
9:30 p. m., Friday February 16.
The basement and the second
floor will be literally aglow with
alpha rays, phosphorescent lamps,
ultra violet fluorescence, and man-
made mirages. If your eyes tire
of the brilliance of these displays,
you may rest them on the beauty
in the photographic exhibition, a
combination of the work done by
Students in the photography course
and of pictures of such natural
I'll' nomena as snowflakes.
Then you might relax, and sing;
you would behold the sound track
"f your voice in silent but frantic
vibration on the screen. Look
carefully, as you might fail to rec-
(Continued <>» Page 8, Col. 2)




The announcement by President
Mildred H. McAfee of an undesig-
nated gift of $25,000 to the College
from Ruth Baker Pratt, a member
of the Class of 1898 and a trustee
of the college, marked the annual
meeting of the Alumnae Council at
Wellesley February 9 and 10. Mrs.
Pratt, the first woman member of
the New York City Board of Al-
dermen, and the first congress-
woman from that state, had pre-
viously given other gifts to Wel-
lesley including $25,000 given in
1929 to establish the Ruth Baker
Pratt chair in government.
Approximately two hundred
members of the Wellesley Alumnae
Council attended the meeting, to
participate in a varied program.
The program for the- two days
was as follows: February 9. at
the morning session of the Coun-
cil the Executive Secretary, the
Chairmen of Standing Committees,
and the Senior Alumnae Trustee
gave reports. Miss Clemewell
Lay '19, Director of Publicity,
spoke on the "Publicity Program
for Wellesley College".
Following the council meeting,
the individual groups met sep-
(Continued mi Page 6 Col. 5)
Faculty Plan For
1940-41 Absences
Four to Take Year Leaves;
Mile. Halbot Receives
Faculty Fellowship
As plans for the coming year
materialize the following mem-
b of the faculty will be absent
from Wellesley on leave during
the yeai L940-1941.
Mile. Alice Malbot has
a faculty fellowship to enable her
to continue her research on the
interrelation between Greek art
ami the French poetry of the
Renaissance. She plans to do this
work at the Sorbonne.
Of the faculty members who will
be away on sabbatical leave, loin
plan to be gone for the entire year,
Miss Agnes A. Abbott, Assistant
Professor of Art, intends to paint
in Colorado and New Mexico dur-
ing the early tail, and then spend
three months at the Ait Students'
League in New York drawing and
painting from life. She wiil re-
turn, however, to work at Har-
(Continued on Page 8 Col. 1)
Wellesley News Holds
Annual Spring Tryouts
Open to All Students
The Wetteeloy College News will
hold a meeting Tuesday, February
20, at 4:40 p.m. in Room 124 Found-
ers for all students interested in its
annual spring tryouts. Work on
News gives all the reporters ex-
perience in all the fascinating as-
pects of newspaper work, from the
following of scoops to actual work
at the press.
The positions to be filled are
those of reporters, and art, music,
and drama critics. Students from
all classes are eligible, and are
invited to attend the meeting to
sign up. Further details will be
given at that time.
Reporters' work includes the
writing of features and news
-stories, interviews, and of work
in the News office. News' reporters
keep in constant touch with all
events at college and have an op-
portunity to keep in close contact
with the many changing trends in
journalism. The drama critics
review Boston and Wellesley dra-
matic productions throughout the
year, as do the. art critics. Music
critics review musical events tak-
ing place in the College.
Sophomores Complete Gala Plans
For Their Traditional Tea Dance
By I'a trivia Lambt rl
Examinations are completed, a
new semester has begun, and
sophomores are celebrating with
their traditional Tea Dance at
Alumnae Hall.
The class of 1942 refuses to be
outdone by the "jolly juniors" and
the "grand old seniors". Sopho-
more Tea Dance this year is sport-
ing Jack Marshard's orchestra.
The "gay young sophomores" are
ready to swing and sway to his
regal rhythm.
Saturday morning an extra large
number of girls will appear in
classes with their hair done up in
kerchiefs. Every effort will be
expended to preserve each curl for
this special occasion.
Plans are still being made and
changed. Acceptances from men's
colleges near and far are filling
Wellesley mailboxes. The U8Ual
number of movie stars has been
invited but unfortunately none
can accept. Mickey Rooney sen!
a soul-satisfying message to one
damsel. Another trusting sopho-
more's hopes were gone with the
wind when Clark Gable sent his
regrets.
Chairman Ruth Weigle antici-
pates a record attendance. 300
are i xpected, and wise
pco le have already selected a par-
ticular pillar or floor board as a
meeting place for roommates dur-
ing the hour of exchanging pro-
gram dances.
The Decorations Committee re-
veals in advance its artistic plans.
Alumnae Hall will be transformed
from a modern-dance practice
room to a gala ballroom with each
pillar decorated with silhouettes of
orchestral figures. On the walls
will be larger silhouettes of danc-
ing figures approximately .">'_• feet
high.
The Refreshment Committee
feels it has provided adequately
Eor everyone, but those who are
always hungry have only to step
into The Well for a sundae or
soda. Sophomore Tea Dance may
be traditional but this one is also
novel with the adjoining soda-
fountain.
Plans for the week-end do not
stop with the dance, but continue
on into the evening and following
day. After supper Severance has
planned a sleigh ride. Let's hope
it snows! But if it doesn't, a
hayride will substitute. Some so-
phisticates are going into Boston
to the theatre or to more danc-
ing (brave ones!). Several house-
parties are all ready to begin.
Enterprising domestics have se-
cured the kitchen in the Recrea-
tion Building for Sunday morning
breakfast.





Jack Marshard and his orchestra
are coming from the Persian Room
in New York City's Plaza Hotel
to play for Wellesley's traditional
Sophomore Tea Dance at Alumnae
Hall, Saturday, February 17, from
4:00 p. m. to 7:00 p. m.
Tickets for the dance will be
on sale Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday, February 15-17, from
S:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m. at the
ticket booth. Tickets are $1.50
per couple. No stags may b ! ad-
mitted.
The various committees under
the direction of Ruth Weigle, Tea
Dance Chairman, are making final
arrangements. The Refreshments
Committee announces its tentative
choice of sherbet and cakes that
will carry out the class colors of
purple and white. These refresh-
ments will be served in the ball-
room, but The Well will be open
during the dance for those who
(Continued on Page 7. Col. ',)
Library Will Exhibit
Miss Jackson's Books
The personal library of Miss
Margaret Jackson, former profes-
sor of Italian and Curator of the
Plimpton Collection of Renaissance
Italian Literature, will be exhib-
ited in the Reference Room of the
College Library during the cur-
rent week. The collection, which
Miss Jackson bequeathed to the
Library, represents her lifelong
interest in Italy and particularly
in the study of Italian Literature.
Of especial interest among the
25(" volumes is an edition of the
Divine Comedy, interleaved with
Miss Jackson's own notes. Illus-
trated books on the subjects of
irt and history in Italy lend color
and charm to the collection. Her
own contributions to scholarship
are also shown with the books from
hei private library. These con-
tributions include the Catalogue of
the Plimpton Collection and The
Seven Sovereign Hills of Rome,
written in collaboration with Mrs.
Elizabeth Hodder.
Isham Jones Will Play
At Annual Senior Prom
Myra Ann Graf, Chairman of
Senior Prom, announces that
Isham Jones' orchestra will play
at the Prom March 1. The com-
mittee has arranged to have din-
ner served at Tower Court from
6:15 to 7:15 p.m. The price will
be $1.50 per couple. Ticket- foi
the dance will cost $5 per couple
and will be on sale Monday. Feb-
ruary 19, and Tuesday, February
20, in the various dormitories.
They will go on sale at the Ticket
Booth, Green Hall, during prom
week: Thursday. February 29,
from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and from
1:30 to 3:30 p.m. They will also
be sold at the Ticket Booth on





Mr. A. Chalmers Will Lead
Forum Talks in Chapel
And at Dormitories
Mr. A. Burns Chalmers. Pro-
fessor of Religion and Biblical
Literature at Smith College, will
lead the annual Religious Forum.
February 18, 19, 20 and 21 under
the auspices of the Christian As-
sociation. The theme of the Forum
will be "A Faith to Live By", and
the program will include Lectures,
si rmons, and informal discussions.
At the Sunday morning service,
February 18, Mr. Chalmers will
speak on "The Test of Religion"
at Houghton Memorial Chapel.
C. A. will give a tea in honor of
Mr. and Mrs. Chalmers Sunday af-
ternoon. At Vespers that evening
Mr. Chalmers will discuss "Jesus
and Our Generation" at 7:30 p. m.
On February 19, 20 and 21 Mr.
Chalmers will lead the r<
morning Chapel services. Monday,
February 19. at 4:40 p. m., an
afternoon Chapel service is
planned when Mr. Chalmers will
consider the question, "Is There
a Need for Faith in God To-bi '




Miss Eileen O'Daniel, Assistant
to John D. Hamilton, Chairman of
the Republican National Commit-
tee, comes to Wellesley today to
speak, and to sponsor a Republican
Club. Layinj an is-
sues, Miss O'Daniel will speak this
afternoon at 4:40 p.m., at T. Z. E.,
at a vocational tea sponsored bj
Forum and the Personnel Bureau,
answering the question "What
Can Women Do In Politics?". Tea
will be served at 4:15 p.m.
Miss O'Daniel will describe the
"Organization and Worl of the
Republican National Committee"
this morning at 9:40 in 236 I
Hall. Although primarily for
students taking the Political Sci-
ence coui'se "Political Parties and
Electoral Problems", this lecture
is open to all those interested.
Students interested in forming
a Republican Club will meet with
Miss O'Daniel at 3 p. m. in Shake-
speare.
Forum Makes Plans For
Republican Convention
In response to the student vote,
Forum will call a Republican nom-
inating convention to convene Sat-
urday afternoon and evening,
March 24 in Alumnae Hall.
Barbara Lippman '42 will take
charge of the state delegations
which will present their state s'
problems and favorite sons to the
convention. The Forum Freshman
Council constitutes the Committee
on Local Arrangements.
James A. Farley Plans
Lecture at Wellesley
Postmaster-General James A.
Farley, Chairman of the Demo-
cratic National Committee, will
speak on "Behind the Ballots,"
Wednesday, March 20, in Alumnae
Hall at 8 p.m. The College Lec-
ture Committee, Forum, and the
Departments of History and Politi-
cal Science will sponsor the lee
ture. Mr. Farley has entered the





other Language by Rose Franken
as the final choice for its annual
pring Event March 15 and 16,
under the direction of Mr. Martin
Manulis.
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Religious Forum
When Mr. Henry I Durant founded Wel-
I, -],v. his motivating ideal was the i stablish-
ment oi an institution of higher learning for
young women. Oui founder was a religious
man, however, well aware of the presence oi
behind man's small activities. Wellesley's roots
were accordingly planted deeply into the soil of
Christianity, for Mr. Durant wisely knew that
mic pursuits withoul acknowledgmi nl and
oce ol the Power thai makes those pur-
suits pos sible to us is fruitless.
The founder's planting ni religion into the
Wellesley scheme of things comes to its fullesl
fruition each year in the Religious Forum.
Chapel services, daily and Sunday, and vespers
as well as thi othei numerous activities ol Chris-
tian Association, are the important bul never-
ternal expi essions of an inner convic-
tion ol spirituality. Thai conviction or belief,
however vague or formless, is doubtless mani-
I somi i inn or other, within the conscious-
ness (if all of us. There are lew of us who can
the enduring grei iss oi the principles
which He introduced to the world, and which a
largi portion of it has seen lit to adopt as its
guiding rule oi life. The realization and examin-
ation of this spirituality within us, together with
a probing ol what these Christian ethics can
and should mean to us individually, are the
reason.- for Religious Forum's existence under
the auspices of < 'hristian Association.
The four days given over to quii
I thinking
and discussion ol rcli»ious problems are an old
custom al Wellesley, having become the signal
medium for emphasizing religion on the campus.
•' Ctarian in character, and under the
\. I-
""'' "' ;i competenl churchman, Religious Fo-
1,11,1 meetings bavi no sermonistic nor Messianic
aims, h those in attendance come away with
but the slightest problem Bolved, or with a new
respeel for the opinions and beliefs of others,
the purpose will have been well served. For the
tep in knowing the substance and worth
" !ra°nal principles is understanding our
own faith. In thai strengthening liee the real
purpose oi Religious Forum.
Professor Henry R. Mussey
The death of Professor Henry R. Mussej
brought a deep sense of loss to his many friends,
both in and beyond the college community. To-
day's students will remember Mr. Mussey as
others have in the past, for his stimulating
mind and his warmly sympathetic personality.
In his fifteen years al Wellesley Mr. Mussey
was one of the besHoved members oi the
faculty. He was the type ol a person who con-
stantly reminded his students of their inexperi-
ence and immaturity and at the same time made
them feel that teaching them was a worthwhile
and thrilling experience. Mr. Mussej was a real
teacher, he had "fun on the job," and as he often
confided to his classes, wouldn't have given up
teaching for anything. To Mr. Mussey the
students were really individuals, and discover-
ing their individual minds was one of his great-
est satisfactions. Always able to see the funny
side of life, Mr. Mussey enjoyed the student
sense of humor, as was seen in his unfailing de-
li-lit in such student traditions as Senior Acad-
emic Council. His sense of humor and his
ability to see real values made life amidst the
changing events ol the modern world a con-
stantly exciting and invigorating experience to
him and to those who canie in contact with him.
Not only did he recognize incongruity and
paradox in our existence, but he believed in tak-
ing side- in controversy and really getting ex-
cited aboul them. Air. Mussey was a n.-il demo-
crat who readjusted his beliefs as experience
showed him the fallacy of former opinions. A
vigorous fightei for what he believed was right,
lie encouraged his students to think for them-
selves. Mr. Mussey fought cut and dried com-
pletely intellectual academic detachmenl and
urged his students to become actively aroused
••i 1
' the conditions of the world in which they
live. As his pan m the organization of the
Massachusetts Societj for Freedom in Teaching
attests, he was not only a theorist but a man
of action.
Ah. Mussey was truly an integral pari of the




The death ol Edward S. Harkness in New
York on January 29. 1940 marked the passing
oi a man who was noted for his philanthropy in
the educational field. Among the colleges and
universities favored by his gifts were Wellesley,
Vassar, Mt. Holyoke, Yale, Harvard, and Co-
lumbia. Mr. Harkness gave two large gifts to
Wellesley. The first, in 1925, was 8100,000
wind, he designated to be used toward Severance
Hall: in 1930 Air. Harkness gave the college
$175,000 for salary endowment. The Trustees
of the college, in recognition of Mr. Harkness'
contributions to the educational opportunities of
Wellesley students, used the latter gift to estab-
lish the Edward s. Harkness Fund.
The public has not been allowed to know of
all the many gifts Mr. Harkness gave during
his lifetime. Many of his donation- were
1 nymous. He preferred to live in retiremenl
from the public which he served so generously.
Through Mr. Harkness' efforts the Columbia-
Presbyterian Medical Center was realized; the
house plan at Harvard established; and a similar
plan at Vale. His hundreds of other gifts to
educational institutions were .'ill designated to
projects of lasting value to the intellectual life
of the students. His interests extended to all
branches of the arts; he was a trustee of the
Metropolitan Museum and had frequently
loaned personal collections to museums as well
; '- making them permanenl gifts.
Having inherited an immense fortune from
his father, Stephen II. Harkness, and from his
mothei and brother, Mr. Harkness devoted him-
self to applying the funds at his disposal toward
philanthropic cause-. His work in the educa-
li "" ; ' 1 world i- particularly significant to us be-
,;| "-" "' ,l "' wider implications of his contribu-
tion- to o,,r Wellesley education. His was a
" l "" 1 aler1 '" ll "- changing trends in the educa-
tional world. Hewasa man quick to contribute
when he felt that his financial aid would further
a cause oi greater spiritual and intellectual vain.
to the students of the nation.
Unmailed Valentines
By / P-






I hope you'll be, too.
Russia to Finland'.
Love is grand; lets all be friends—
Un- fighting leads to dreadful
ends
;
We've cooled off now on the Man-
nerheim line;
I inland's soul is all we want for a
Red valentine.
Gamer to F. D. R.:
I love you truly, Franklin, dear;
I hope you never need to fear
The pains of third-term opposition.
You must need rest, see your
physician
!
Irish Republicans to England:
You can have St. Valentine;
Tis St. Patrick who'll bring us
peace;
So until you give our freedom,
We'll LOVE—to fight the police.
Free Press
All contributions for tin* column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be ust d if 'I"' writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for statements
in this column.
Contributions should be in the




To the Wellesley College N( u
There used to be a notice at the
entrance to the parking space near
ders' Hall, "Pedestrians Ex-
cluded." It brought forth many a
smile but served its purpose. Now
that it has been removed and that
the cold weather has changed
numerous cyclists into pedestrians.
a driver leaving the parking spa
has to weave his way through
groups of student . especially at
lunch-time.
If the driver dares to blow his
horn, as I did last week when I
found the whole width of the road
blocked by a solid line of walking
students, he may—as I was— be
greeted by a loud "Shut up!" or
at best have the group step aside
for him with an aggrieved air.
That pedestrians should have
the right of way when they want
to cross a campus road is perfectly
natural, but it would be infinitely
more pleasant to all, as well as less
dangerous to the pedestrians, if
they would use the sidewalks lead-
ing to Founders' and Green Halls
and leave the parking space and
it approaches to the automobilists.
Nicolette I. Pern >i
Service Fund Relief
To the Wellesley College News:
In order to remove a misunder-
standing which has been brought to
my attention, I should like to ex-
plain the policy of Service Fund
in regard to war relief.
A special committee has been
organized to investigate relief
agencies and to determine those
through which our funds had best
be sent abroad. In doing this,
Service Fund, as always, has tried
to be impartial, and to discover
where our money would be used
most effectively. Although no final
decision has yet been reached it is
highly probable that some of our
funds will be sent through such
' liable organizations as the Amer-
icans Friends Service Committee
for work among children and civ-
ilians in Spain, the Finnish Relief
Fund, and the International Stu-
dent Service which gives help to
both European and Chinese stu-
dents.
The list of countries where we
hope to send help, France, Spain,
Poband, Finland, and China, shows
an obvious absence of so-called
"aggressor nations." This is ex-
plained by the fact that no such
conditions of civilian suffering
seem to exist in these countries,
and no appeals from them have
been brought to the attention
,,i
Service Fund. Should any be pre-
sented, they would be carefully in-
vestigated, and, if it seemed wis,
help would be offered. In general',
(Continued on Page g. Col. i)
Caps and Frowns
The Worm Turns
While the Seniors roasted the
faculty at Academic Council, it
seems that a daring head of house
was putting one over on them. The
soul in question donned a gaily
flowered kerchief a la peasant, a
not too clean reversible (we hope
that was not meant as a slur) in-
side out, ankle socks, and saddles.
As a touch of sheer genius she




Chinese red. It worked. Incognito
she crashed Council and witnessed
the entire show.
For an anti-climax the criminal,
-till covered by her reversible,
whipped into her house dining hall
a good five minutes after grace
and apologized to the student
chairman with typical gusto. "I
simply couldn't make it." she pant-
ed, a she asked to be forgiven.
Judy—the Oomph Girl
At Iowa State College, Judy is
the sweetheart of the biology class.
under five feet tall, very
slim, and has beautiful teeth, and
the boys are swept away by her
charms. They sit and gaze at her
by the hour as she stands in her
special place of honor—a glass-
osed booth in front of the room.
For Judy is the skeleton used to
nsl rate human anatomy. And
like a typical female, she appeared
the morning after the professor
forgot to lock the ease, all dressed
n the latest fashion, complete
with a cigarette in her mouth, silk
kings and gloves.
College Entrance
Amherst College students recent-
ly dug up from their newspaper
files a dissertation on the conduct
of Mt. Holyoke ladies in the year
According to the clipping,
in those good old days, "No young
lady could become a member of
the seminary who could not kindle
a fire, wash potatoes, repeat the
multiplication tables, and rGpeat
at least two-thirds of the shorter
hism." Then, too, "No mem-
ber of the school could write on
I ut the following subjects,
Friendship, Hope. Flowers, the
Beauties of Nature, and Benevo-
lence."
Novel Invitations
The students of the University
oi Washington have found a new
way to use examination booklets,
known there as "blue books." They
are using replicas of the booklet as
invitations to a dinner given for
an academic honorary society.
All Too True
Overheard around a table in our




4th—Why don't you fellows quit
talking about your marks.
—Springfield Si,,,/, „t
Fingernail Pads
At the University of Rochester
the coeds have found a solution to
the problem of smudged finger-
nails, the result of last minute
manicures. New metal protectors
allow the fingernails to dry undis-
turbed, while the coeds dress,




football coach believes in taking no
chances. Recently he wired Presi-
dent Roosevelt, "I and hundreds of
ether football managers all over
the country would like to know the
exact date for Thanksgiving of
1940." A presidential secretary
.wired back, "The date will be No-
vember 21, 1940."
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS, FEBRUARY 15, 1940
THE PEREGRINATING PRESS
Societies Present Mrs. More Recounts Experiences
-%P| E R R Y was rather over-
Jkf whelmed by the epidemic of
"Confucius says . . ." that had
broken out in his home town. One
young man, obviously suffering
from a sudden lapse of memory,
was stammering "He who . . .
he "ho . . ." when a Wellesley
girl interposed, "He who, every-
body, this is Rudy Vallee!"
A friend of Perry's, rationaliz-
ing the fact that she was going to
bed early without having finished
studying for her next day's exam,
said to herself, "Well, if I study
late, it will be here today and
yawn tomorrow."
CXHIBITED in New York when
Perry was there recently were
the Italian masterpieces. As ho
stood before the Botticelli Birth of
Venus, Perry heard a plump,
middle-aged woman exclaim to her
companion: "This makes me feel
1 must buy a (lowered nightgown
—or at least a flowered slip!"
:-
"College is so broadening!" said
an enthusiastic Freshman, in Per-
ry's hearing. Her Sophomore
friend was more cynical: "it only
gets vou deeper in someone ebe's
rut."
^f> EMAINING discreetly silent
Jl\ and in the background, Perry
watched his friend as she mailed
her schedule cards and then put
two stamped letters in the tesU
dent mail.
* * *
A middle-aged gentleman, who
boarded the 12:35 train from Wel-
lesley last Thursday, rode in silent
wonder to New York. At ihe
Grand Central Station, he spo! e
respectfully to the sophisticated
Freshman in front of him. "Ex-
cuse me." said he. "but is this by
any chance a Girl Scout conven-
tion?"
* * *
}|* UNNING up to a group i C
•-*»• Freshmen, Perry recognized
that a controversy about late per-
missions was in progress. "She
look a six o'clock," insisted one.
"There isn't a permission like
that," responded another. Periy
was relieved to hear the first re-
spond, "Not a permission; a train."
V31ES, Perry wonders about the
P& future of the class of '43, re-
membering the response, in a Lit
101 class, to the question, "What
i? the result when a leisured class






The Wellesley College Alumnae
ion will be "at home" to
the "Granddaughters" Thursday,
I el ruary 15, in the Alumnae Office
and the Lobby of Green Hall. The
a ion Student Interests
Committee, of which Mrs. Anna
Hale Bowditch '34 is chairman,
planned the tea, and Mrs. Dorothy
Tower Harvey '22 is in charge of
arrangements. Alumnae mothers
living in the vicinity of Wellesley
will serve as hostesses, and will
greet the guests and see that they
are taken clown the receiving line,
served with punch, sandwiches and
cookies, and shown the "sights" of
the Alumnae Office: Lcgaidas of
their mothers' classes, old Portrait
Directories, and similar relics,
A Wellesley "great-granddaugh-
ter" is a student, whose grand-
mother is a Wellesley alumna.
There are 17 great-granddaugh-
ters in Wellesley now, nine of
whom are the third generation
which means that both their moth-
ers and their grandmothers at-
tended Wellesley. Wellesley great-
granddaughters include Margaret
Gilkey '40, Barbara Scott '40,
Charlotte Boynton '41, Harriet
Coverdale '41, Harriet Davidson
'41, Priscilla Magoun '41, Edith
Roberts '41, Charlotte Robinson
'41, Lorraine Stanley '41, Margaret
Bassett '42, Katherine Ebbert '42,
Theodora North '42, Mary Nutt
'42, Harriet Eaton '43, Grace Gos-
nell '43, Jeanette E. MacDonald "43,
and Elizabeth Wasson '43. Pris-
cilla Magoun has the added dis-
tinction of two grandmothers who
went to Wellesley!
There are 214 Wellesley grand-
daughters and great-granddaugh-
ters in college at present. Seventy-
one of these girls are Freshmen,
56 are Sophomores, 48 Juniors, and
39 Seniors. In the local distribu-
tion, Munger and Noanett lead in
number of granddaughters, with
Cazenove and Tower Court East
very close behind. Nationally,
Massachusetts, New York, and
New Jersey are best represented,
with Canada, Cuba, and the West
Indies also contributing among
them four granddaughters.
Great-granddaughters represent
the classes of 1879-90. The class
of 1914 has the largest number of
granddaughters, 20, while the





Mr, Theodore Spencer, Visiting
Lecturer at Harvard from Cam-
bridge University, spoke on the
subject of "Donne's Cosmology"
Tuesday evening, February 13, at
Tower Court. Following a dinner
for students and members of the
English Literature Department.
Miss Katherina Balderston, Chair-
man of the department, introduced
the speaker.
Using the method of the micro-
cosm and macrocosm, Mr. Spencer
showed Donne's whole concept of
the universe by the study of the
content of a single word in one
of his poems. There were three
fundamental orders in the universe
accepted by Donne's age: the cos-
mological, the state, and the indi-
vidual, which are interrelated hier-
archies.
The cosmological order of
Ptolemy conceived of the earth as
the motionless center around which
there were concentric spheres out
to that of the fixed star. The tra-
ditional view of man or the indi-
vidual order conceived of him as
the creature for whom the universe
was created and a necessary link
in the natural hierarchy of being.
Man himself was a reflection of the
world about him. The orders of
the state were parallel to those of
the universe and the individual
body of man.
In the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries the Copernicans theory of
the sun as the center of the uni-
verse was gradually overthrowing
the older order. It was the first
time that Donne wrote, and the
conflict between the old and new
concept is evident in his work and
in other literature of the period.
Program Meetings
Wellesley Societies will hold
their monthly meetings for Febru-
ary, with a variety of activities
planned. Agora has chosen Denis
Plimmer's /;/ Heaven and Earth to
give at its semi-open program
meeting April 12. Their next
meeting will be an overalls party
to sit tlie wheels of production in
motion.
Tau Zeta Epsilon will meet Sat-
urday, February 17, in the eve-
ning. The program will consist of
a discussion of pictures from the
North Italian School. The two
painters whose works will he stud-
ied are Raphael and Perugino.
Zi ta Alpha will meet Saturday,
February 17, to decide on a play
for their semi-open program.
Alpha Kappa Chi will meet to
rehearse plans for their semi-open
program which is to be held Feb-
ruary 27. They will present a
Roman Feast and a comedy. The
/"•,, Mecknuses.
Shakespeare will give scenes
from The Merchant "/ I cnia al
their meeting Saturday night,
February 17.
In Africa and on the High Seas




Heading a busy calendar for the
month of March i< the program of
original dance compositions, which
will be given by the dance groups
on Saturday evening, March 9, in
Alumnae Hall. Based on <'ances
from the times of ancient Greece
to the present day, the program
will show, broadly speaking, the
historical development of rhythmic
movement.
Permission has been given for
members of the groups to present
part of a program of modern dance
in a series sponsored by the Amer-
ican Dance Council at Peabody
House on March 16.
Students Conduct
Model Legislature
Students of Political Science 104
conducted a Model Senate in Pen-
dleton Hall, January 25. Led by
Barbara Lippman '42, the Senate
convened to consider five bills in-
troduced by the five classes, each
representing a Senate committee.
Parlimentary procedure was fol-
lowed throughout the session.
The first bill, concerning ( ie
T. V. A., was introduced by Mar-
jorie Noppel '40, and was carried.
A health insurance plan, presente I
by Jane Daily '41. was also carried.
After lengthy discussion the Sen-
ate accepted the recommendation
of the labor committee, headed by
Fiora Mariotti '41, to defeat the
proposed amendment to the N. L.
R. A. A bill on low-cost housing,
presented by Ann Winship '40, was
carried, as was the final bill, that
of reciprocal trade agreements, as
introduced by Aimee de Potter '42.
Dr. Clothier to Speak
On Care of Young Child
Dr. Florence Clothier, who was
to have presented the sixth mar-
riage lecture for Seniors February
23, will speak on "The Care of
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When the Crocus appears in the
spring Its preparation has b en
going on weeks before. Let's get
our clothes read} tor the spring
opening. Sewing of all kinds,
Wellesley Skiers
The B. and M. weekend and Sunday Snow
Trains from the North Station In Boston are the
best way to get to the best skiing country. Do
your studying on the train — and get a full day
of sport as well.
Watch the Boston daily papers for our regular
Snow Train announcements — they'll look like this
adv< i 'isement, listing destinations and bargain fares.
Telephone Capitol 5070 and ask for a free copy
of the B. and M. SNOW TRAIN Booklet —we'll
be glad to send It out to you and you'll be glad
to have It.
Remember— for skiing trips this Winter— go
by B. and M. Snow Train.
A spirit of adventure coupled
with a feeling of courage and op-
timism brought Mrs. More, Head of
House at Stone Hall, through sev-
eral months of thrilling experiences
in Africa and on the uncertain seas.
"Spending three and a half months
at sea to see my son for six weeks
seemed almost impossible," si e
said. "But then he sent me my
ticket, and I just couldn't resist!"
And so off went Mrs. More to Nig-
eria on the west coast of Africa,
where her son, James, is an Am-
erican Vice-Consul. At Lagos,
where her son is stationed, she
found a delightfully civilized little
community, with a charming
olonj of English people. They
entertained her well, she declare I.
"But we all came to dinner attired
in high white kid boots to keep the
maleria mosquitoes from biting our
ankles!"
Six weeks passed all too quickly.
and on the first of September, Mrs.
Men. was packed and ready to
board the Dutch boat, Amstelkerk,
for home. Just before sailing she
learned that Poland had been in-
vaded and war was imminent. Al-
though the trip, even on a neutral
ship, promised to be long and
in-" in
. Mrs. More insisted upon
going.
There were 27 passengers on
the boat, a miscellaneous group of
Swiss, two Irish nuns, Italians,
English missionaries on leave, Ger-
mans, and Americans. "Interest-
ing enough for a short cruise,"
commented Mrs. More, "but deadly
for eight long weeks." For eight
weeks they sailed uncertainly from
harbor to harbor on the coast, la 1-
ing and unloading contraband
goods, and always awaiting orders
to see where they were to go next.
At night they stumbled about in a
mosl uncomfortable blackout, with
shutters at the windows and
blankets at the doors.
Two days out, 625 miles at sea,
when suddenly one night came the
cry, "Fire, fire, the ship's on fire!"
Theatre Workshop Holds
Annual Play Tryouts
Tryouts for the Theatre Work-
shop Production of James Bridie's
Jonah and the Whale will be held
in the Theatre Workshop Thurs-
day February 15 from 1:30 to
3:30 p. m. The play, which will
be presented in Alumnae Hall the
evenings of May 3 and May 4, has
eleven speaking parts for women,
as well as a large group of extras.
Tryouts are open to all under-
graduates.
For three hours the passengers
waited, life belts in hand, with a
Greek steamer standing by in ans-
wer to the S. O. S. For 36 hours
the fire raged, with the passengers
expecting the call to the lifeboats
any minute. And back again they
turned to the African coast.
Eleven days later, in the harbor
at San Vicente, a freighter, headed
for the Panama, offered to take-
any American passengers who
wished to go, and leave them at
Cristobal. Since Mrs. More was
the only one to take advantage of
the offer, she was the only pas-
senger on the 3200 mile trip.
"It was wonderful," she said
enthusiastically. "I felt like a
queen." Despite the connotation
Of the word, freighter, Mrs. More
found herself settled in luxury.
With a large, sunny suite of three
rooms, completely air-conditioned,
"le hangings on the wall, and
a private steward al her comman I.
she was able to enjoy the calm
sea in comfort. Breakfast was
served in bed to her, and her stew-
ard brought her tea each aftei
noon. They filled the pool ju
her, and she had a large French
and English library at her dis-
posal. "It might as well have been
my private yacht," she
-aid.
After a quiet and pleasant trip
through the canal. Mis. Mori ar-
rived in New York on the Ancon
of the Panama line on November
11. She had been at sea ten weeks
since leaving Africa, and proclaim-
ed it "a summer I shall have
thrilling memories of the resi •
my life."
Innumerable things impressed
and interested die voyager, such
a- colony government, and Ger-
man passengers taken oft' the boat
for concentration camps. But the
most doleful and unforgettable,
according to Mrs. More, was the
sight of all the ships, once white
and proud, now slinking across the


















skirts. In boy blue or
girl pink plaids. Sizes
12 to 18.
$16.95
Filene's Wellesley Shop — 50 Central Street




Mr. Kenneth Conant, Professor
of Architecture at Harvard Uni-
versity, will take over Mr. Jeffrey s
course in Domestic Architecture
this semester. Professor Conant
has done excavation work in
Kluny, France, and has lectured
several times at Wellesley College.
Post Office
The Wellesley Post Office re-
quests that students' attention be
called to the new slot for Special
Delivery letters in the village of-
fice. All students bringing Special
Delivery letters to the village are
asked to use this slot to insure
quicker service, especially during
the week-end.
Unity CI ul>
Elizabeth Hapgood "40, Chair-
man of the Wellesley Unity Club,
announces that the Rev. L. T. Pen-
nington of Cambridge will talk on
-Emerson and Parker" at the next
meeting which will take place in
the Club Room of the Recreation
Building Thursday, February IB,




Some of the houses have been
progressing very rapidly in the
Swimming Marathon. Pomeroy
leads the group and is in New
Mexico. Shafer, also in New
Mexico, is a close second. Norum-
bega has reached Kansas, rower
is in Texas, and Elms is seeing
Iowa.
Mary Sweeney, Graduate Hy-
giene Student, leads the individual
scores for Pomeroy with 672
lengths. Martha Bieler 41 of
Shafer is second with 559 lengths.
Experts Will Present
Matches in Badminton
Mrs. George Wightman and sev-
eral Boston Badminton Players
will give demonstration badmin-
ton games Friday, February 23 at
8:00 p.m. in the Recreation Build-
ing. After the demonstration Mrs.
Wightman and the other players
will be glad to play with the stu-
dents.
News Presents Directions to Knit
For Relief of War Refugees Abroad
Wellesley students now have an
opportunity to show their real
sympathy for the refugees of the
Second World War by knitting
warm garments desperately need-
ed by the evacuees abroad. A knit-
ting drive is to start next week
under the sponsorship of C. A.,
which will have supplies of yarn
to give out to students interested
in this work within the next week
or two. C. A. will distribute the
garments to refugees in England,
France, and Finland via the Red
Cross and the American Friends
of France.
The latter organization has al-
ready been unofficially at work on
the campus under the direction of
Mrs. T. L. R. de Morinni, Head of
House at Tower Court, Dean Mary
C. Ewing, and members of the
French Department, particularly
Miss Alice M. Malbot and Miss
Nicolette Pernot. Not only the
students, but also the maids, of
Tower Court have been knitting
actively for war relief, using do-
nated yarn.
Until the C. A. yam arrives,
students are urged to knit with
their own contributions of yarn,
following the instructions below,
which are given out by the Amer-
ican Friends of France. Further
information may be obtained from
C. A. House Representatives, who
Will also collect the garments.
Triangular Head Shawl
Two oz. heavy yarn. No. 7 sin-
gle point needle (14 inch length).
This shawl is plain knitting
throughout. Cast on 3 stitches.
Increase 1 st. in the 2nd stitch at
the beginning of every row by
knitting first the front of stitch,
then the back of stitch. Continue
to increase in this manner until
there are approximately 150 stitch-
es on the needle. Then bind off
loosely.
Baby Suit (1 to 2 years)
6 oz. thin yarn. Button on shoul-
der baby sweater. Back: with No.
3 straight needles, cast on 72
stitches and k. 2, p. 2, for 1%
inches. K. 1 row, p. 1 row until
work measures 8 inches from the
beginning. Bind off 3 sts. at the
beginning of each of the next 2
rows for underarm. Work straight
for 3 inches. Now knit 4 ridges
plain knitting—8 rows. Bind off
loosely.
Front: Make the front the same
as the back. On the last row of 4
ridges, k. 20, bind off next 26
stitches, k. 20. On these last 20
stitches, k. 3 more ridges of plain
knitting. Bind off loosely. Make
the other shoulder to correspond.
Lap front shoulder over back
shoulder and sew at arm edge for
*h inch.
Sleeve: Holding right side of
work toward you, pick up and knit
56 sts. around the armhole. P. 1
row, k. 1 row for 7% inches.
Change to No. 12 steel needles and
k. 2, p. 2 for VA inches. Bind off.
Finish: Sew all seams. Make 3
crocheted loops on each front
shoulder for buttonholes and sew
3 small buttons to each back
shoulder.
Trousers. With No. 12 steel
needles, cast on 72 sts. and k. 2,
p. 2 for % inch. Change to No. 3
needles and k. 1 row, p. 1 row, in-
creasing 1 st. at the beginning of
every row until there are 82 sts.
on needle. K. 1 row, p. 1 row
until work measures 7V6 inches.
Change to No. 12 steel needles and
k. 2,. p. 2 for lVa inches. With
right side of work toward you,
k. 2, p. 2, 'yarn over, k. 2 together,
p. 2, repeat from* across row. K.
2, p. 2 for % inch. Bind off loose-
ly. Make other leg the same.
Finish: Sew up seams. Make a
cord of crochet and run through
the beading at top.
Diagonal Baby Blanket
(No. 7 single point needle 14
in. length.) 10 oz. heavy yarn (two
colors, in stripes). This blanket
is plain knitting throughout. Cast
on 3 sts. Increase 1 st. in the
second st. at the beginning of ev-
ery row, by knitting first the front
of stitch, then the back of stitch.
Continue to increase in this man-
ner until work is % of a yard in
length along the side (or any de-
sired length). Now decrease 1 st.
at the beginning of every row, by
knitting the second and third
stitches together until there are 3
sts. left. Bind off. If stripes of
contrasting color are desired, start
them when work measures 7 inches
along the side, then make stripes
about 10 ridges wide.
Baby Jacket
4 oz. thin yarn. This jacket is
knitted lengthwise, plain knitting
throughout. Front: With size 3
needles, cast on 65 sts. K. 2 rows
(1 rib). On next row, *K. 55
(leaving 10 sts. for yoke), then
turn, slip 1st st. and K back. Next
row, K on all 65 sts. Then K all
the way back.* Repeat from * to
* until there are 35 ribs, which is
the width of one front.
Back: Starting at straight low-
i i edge, K 35 sts., slip these sts.
on holder. On remaining 30 sts.
work as follows: K 1 rib on 20
sts. Cast on 35 sts., leaving same
10 sts. for yoke. K 1 rib on 45
sts., leaving 10 sts. for cuff, and
continue in this manner until there
are 25 ribs for cuff. On next row,
bind off 35 sts., K 1 rib on 20
sts., 1 rib on 30 sts., pick up the
35 sts. from stitch holder and re-
peat directions for front until there
are 62 ribs for back. Make other
sleeve and front to correspond.
Sew up sleeve seams. Fasten at
neck with loop and button or run





A number of interesting
possi-
bilities for work next summer
are
offered by the opportunities 1
hat
come to the Personnel
Bureau.
The Brvn Mawr Summer
bchool
for Women Workers in Industry
„ow called the Hudson River
Laboi
School, offers an assistantship
for
a Junior, or possibly a
Sophomore.




group of girls from
industries oi5s kinds who are attending
the session. ,
The New England Junior Month
offers to a Junior a months
ex-
perience in social work under
'the
guidance of the Family Welfare
Society of Boston. Expenses
are
met by the Junior Month Fund to
which Wellesley contributes.
The Student Peace Service
gives
an opportunity to work tor
this
cause in student groups in com-
munities.
The Come-and-See Program dur-
ing the spring vacation offers
three
days of observation of the many
aspects of social work in Boston
with the opportunity of meeting
many of those engaged in that
work.
The Summer Laboratory on So-
cial and Industrial Conditions of-
fers for four weeks a series ot
trips, discussions, and some par-
ticipation in dealing with social
problems.
Students who are interested in
any of these opportunities may ob-
tain more detailed information at
the Personnel Bureau. Candidates
for most of these are considered by
the Committee on Summer Ap-
pointments.
Interneships in Business
Miss Emma Gunther will visit
Wellesley on February 23 in the
interests of the Graduate Center
in New York, which offers a Busi-
ness Interneship Plan. This plan is
designed to aid young graduates in
exploring vocational fields and in
securing on-the-job training.
Miss Gunther will hold confer-
ences with any seniors who wish
to know more of the plan on Fri-
day, February 23, between 3 p.m.
and 5 p.m. in Room 244A. Any who
wish special appointments may
sign for them in the Personnel
Bureau.
Photography
Vogue magazine has announced a
photographic contest open to col-
lege seniors. The contest offers as
prizes two six months' apprentice-
ships with salary in the Conde-
Nast Studios in New York, with
the possibility of a permanent
position after that period. In ad-
dition to these awards, one of
which will go to a man and the
other to a woman, cash prizes and
honorable mentions will be award-
ed for each problem. Entry blanks
and further details are available
at the Personnel Bureau.
Opportunities in Medicine
Dr. Elizabeth S. Waugh, Assist-
ant Clinical Professor of Obstet-
rics at the Women's Medical Col-
lege of Pennsylvania and a member
of the staff of the Women's Hos-
pital of Philadelphia and the Phil-
adelphia General Hospital, spoke
on the "Opportunities for Women
in Medicine" at an informal gath-
ering, Wednesday afternoon, Feb-
ruary 14, in T. Z. E.
Dr. Waugh outlined the oppor-
tunities for women in medical re-
search, industrial medicine, gen-
eral practice, and various special-
ties, and told of the necessary aca-
demic requirements for admission
and of the factors to consider in
the choice of a medical school. She
commended Wellesley's required
science courses and the liberal cul-
tural background the college offers
as important requisites to any
physician.
WELLESLEY ALUMNAE RINGS
Orders may be placed in the
ALUMNAE OFFICE
ROOM 240 — GREEN HALL
Feb. 22 and 23 — 9 A. M. to 5 P. M.
Swimmers to Perform
At Water Carnival ot
Harvard Swimming Club
Members of the Wellesley <
o]
[(
.,,. Swimming Club will parttci-
,„,„. m the Annual Water
Carnival













tha Bieler '41, Marion Birdsall
"41,
Margaret Carey '42, Jean Colburn
'43, Christine Corey '41, Margaret
Gifford '41, Mary K. Hayes
'43,
Marv Johnson '42, Florence
Kalt-
,„, '43, Luella La Mer '41, Doris
Martens '43. Isabella Nutt '41,
Pa-
tricia Paulson, '41. Elizabeth
Ralph




Mr. Alfred H. Holway, Assistant
in Psychology at Wellesley and at
Harvard, is at present engaged in
research, at the Harvard labora-
tory, on the psychologic reactions
of "airplane pilots. The experi-
ments, which are taking place at
Harvard, are attempting to deter-
mine which type of person makes
the best pilot. In relation with
this study, Mr. Holway himself is
learning to fly.
SPECIAL BATE VACATION TOURS TO
MIAMI or PALM BEACH
Including rail round-,
trip, meals in dlnlna I
hotel with bath 1
'
week or more, trans-
fers, sightseeing, etc. ^BI
Send for our Descriptive Booklet CV-1
1*69
ORGANISERS WANTED:- Teach-
ers and students who are Inter-
ested In orcanlzlnc croups of 10 or
more In these tours, write for spe-
cial offer.
MARTIN TRAVEL BUREAU




Welle: ley astronomers report
that the five planets known to the
ancients will appear grouped to-
gether in the Western sky imme-
diately after sunset during the re-
mainder of February. The plan-
ets, Mercury, Venus, Jupitei
Saturn and Mars may never appear
ana in in the same relative
posi-
tions, and will probably not achieve
so close a juxtaposition again dur-
ing the life span of the present
o-eneration. The five bodies re-
volve around the sun in periods
f different lengths, periods which
have no common denominator to
assure reoccurrence of their rela-
tive positions.
During the next few weeks, the
planets will change their positions
in relation to each other
very
noticeably. The planets are
grouped close to the great circle
of the sky along which the moon
appears to travel in its revolution
around the earth; thus the new
moon this week appears to move
among the planets, although it is




Miss Dorothy M. Robathan, As-
sociate Professor of Latin, gave
an illustrated talk to the Classical
Association of Eastern Massachu-
setts on February 10. Miss Ro-
bathan's subject was: "Herculane-
um is Interesting Too!"
Mr. Smith Lectures On
Progressive Education
Mr. Eugene Smith, Headmaster
of the Beaver Country Day School,
spoke on present trends in prog-
ressive education, February 14, at
4:40, in Pendleton Hall. Mr.
Smith's lecture was the second in




Mr. Thomas Hayes Procter, Pro-
or of Philosophy, will speak
at the fourth in the series of
Christian Association teas this af-
ternoon in the C. A. Lounge. His
talk is entitled "A Philosopher's
Religion". Tea will be served at
4:00 p. m., and Mr. Procter will
speak at 4:30 p. m.
Dower Will Hold Informal
Dance Nexl Saturday Nipht
There will be an informal dance
at Dower House, Saturday, Febru-
ary 17, for girls in the house and
their guests. The decoration com-
mittee is planning an unusual
color scheme, which will be carried
out in the refreshments. The
couples will dance to recordings of
popular orchestras.
VIL FRESHMAN
How about an evening snack?
FRUIT, CRACKERS, JAM
Glenview Farm Market
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS, FEBRUARY 15, 1940
Priestley Shows Pathos
Of Industrial Progress
Priestley, J. B. Let the People Sing.
New York, 1940. (351 pages.)
$2.50.
Lei the People Sing concerns the
return to popularity of an out-
worn English comedian. It com-
bines a few well-drawn charac-
ters, a week of time, and several
.square miles of provincial Eng-
land with the humor and insight
of J. B. Priestley. The result is
a thoroughly amusing novel full
of wit, action, and dialogue.
Seated on a park bench with-
out job and without money, Tim-
my Tiverton, erstwhile famous
comic, is swept back into activity.
Finding himself responsible for
the bombing of the Birchester pub-
lic gardens and forced to flee the
police, he escapes into the baggage
car of a train. There he fails in
with an antiquated German pro-
fessor, a Jewish refugee also flee-
ing the law. The imaginative ex-
trovert, Timmy Tiverton, and the
retiring pedant become traveling
companions.
Gradually other characters come
into the story—Roger Liss, amour-
ous and headstrong, riding upon
a motorcycle, Sir George Den-
berry-Baxter, aristocratic and
irascible, vagrant and beautiful
Hope Ollerton. The two men run
the gamut of society. The char-
acters culminate in the figure of
Daisy, brusque and buxsome own-
er of the roadside cafe where
Timmy finally proves his metal.
Daisy's large heart provides sym-
pathy and strength and she pam-
pers the aging comedian on to
brilliant success. The world is
again at the feet of Timmy Tiv-
erton.
The process has taken but a
week. It is evident that Priest-
ley's plot is essentially a trivial
one. The book's interest lies not
primarily in what happens, but in
the treatment of what happens.
Priestley has observed general
economic and social trends. He
has also perceived the effects and
he has made both cause and effect
alive by letting the people sing and
talk about it. The industrializa-
tion of England and the conse-
quent loss of initiative in business,
in thought, and in amusement is
the idea which underlies the book.
Priestley seizes the opportunity
to get in an occasional dig at
American efficiency. On the whole,
however, he does not write vin-
dictively. He merely writes with
a sense of perspective, viewing the
mechanical age as a whole; de-
scribing it by means of person-
alities.
Let the People Sinn is thus, in
its rollicking way, a commentary
upon industrial progress and a
.study of individuals in so far as
they are affected by these eco-
nomic and social "steps forward".
Tender, gay, and light, the story s
poignancy lies below, though just
below, the surface.
By E. B. '1,1
College Art Museum Holds Exhibit
Of Arnold Geissbuhler's Sculpture
14 More Days
A new exhibition of sculpture
and drawings by Arnold Geissbuh-
ler, on view until March 4 at the
Wellesley College Art Museum, is
indeed representative of the sound
technique and thorough under-
standing of this artist, the most
promising of the pupils of Bour-
delle, Maillol and Despiau.
Mr. Geissbuhler, who has taught
modeling and charcoal at Wellesley
since 1937, received his earliest
impressions of sculpture from the
workmen restoring the beautiful
sixteenth century fountains of
Delemont, Switzerland, the town
in which he was born. After learn-
ing that, contrary to his former
belief, the sculptor usually worked
Inst in clay rather than directly
in the stone; he studied with Otto
Munch in Zurich. Thence he pro-
ceeded t<> Paris to the studio of
Bourdelle, where he learned to use
a particular kind of material and
finish for each head, in order that
each portrait might assume greater
individuality. Since 1927 Mr.
Geissbuhler has been in the United
States with his wife, the American
sculptress Elizabeth Chase, and
their two daughters.
Excells at Portraiture
The selection and arrangement
of the pieces in the present show
are admirable in revealing the
outstanding characteristics of Mr.
Geissbuhler's work and his obvious
preference for portraiture. As has
already been mentioned, his choice
of material is made with an eye
toward heightening the character-
ization. For example, the artist
has selected cement for his rep-
resentation of Mrs. Rogers, bronze
Tor Miss Viega, terra cotta for
Frederic Waugh, and plaster for
Miss Saunders. Though this treat-
ment derives from Bourdelle, other
features in his work, especially
the objectivity with which he
views nature, are closer to Despiau.
As a portraitist Mr. Geissbuhler
is superb, even though his interest
in the realistic external aspects of
the head tends to surpass his at-
tention to the psychological inter-
pretation. Notice, for example, the
mobility of the surface in the por-
trait head of Virol. The artist has
taken an obvious delight in render-
ing every possible change and grad-
ation of the surface, the muscles
and veins, and the bony structure
beneath the flesh. In composing
the face, he chooses to emphasize
slightly the asymmetry of the
human head, as seen in the nose
and forehead of the portrait of
Frederic Waugh, of the eyes of
Miss Sounders. Stylization or
idealization are apart from this




The several large statues are
free from the distortion which we
associate with so much of modern
art. With careful regard for the
anatomical structure the artist
first blocks out his figure in broad
planes which are then toned down
to produce the final effect seen in
the figure of Annika, that speaks
of a calm and reserved grace and
of a fundamental strength.
This same sobriety marks the
smaller figures such as the terra
cotta statuette of Summer, col-,
ored a pale pink. In these, tran-
sitions between planes are some-
what less subtle, probably owing
to the diminished size, but their
essential character remains the
same. Only occasionally, as in the
posture of the Mother from the
group, Mother and Child, does the
artist's reserve border on stiffness.
Of further interest in the show
are the forceful reliefs lent by
the Federal Art Project. Here
the artist expresses the grim bru-
tality of war by means of abrupt
transitions between planes and
expertly designed compositions of
interwoven forms.
The drawings are along inter-
esting studies in relation to the
sculptor's technique, which, along
with the rest of the show, Wel-
lesley is fortunate in being able
to witness.
By S. S. '40.
Hemingway Play Casts

























Last evening Rachmaninoff play-
ed to a capacity audience in Alum-
nae Hall. The first half of his
program consisted of the French
Suite in E Major by Bach; Sonet",
Opus 111 by Beethoven; The Trout
by Schubert-Liszt; Impromptu, A
Flat Minor by Schubert and three
of his own sketches, Elude tableau.
Daisies, and Oriental Sketches.
After the intermission Rachmanin-
off continued with Fairy Tale, E
Minor by Medtner, Novellette and
Toccata by Poulenc, and Tarantella
"Venezia c Napoli" by Liszt. A re-
view of his program will appear




Week of February in
Siimliiy - Monday
llnriiiirn Stanwyck - F. MncMurrny
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Stan Laurel - Oliver Hardj
•FLYING DEUCES"
Tliurs. • Frl. Sot.
Cliarion Laupibton - Mnnroon O'Hara
"Till. HIM lilt UK OF
.NOTUK DAME"
.Inn.' Withers • .!"»• nnrtvn, .Ir.
••HIGH SCHOOL"
If you're interested in
Photography don't miss
the Mavnard Exhibition






Movies of the "full and varied"
life at Wellesley College were
shown February 12 in Pendleton
Hall. Press Board sponsored these
movies, which will b.- sent to vari-
ous alumnae clubs throughout the
United States. The movies repre-
sent long hours of careful pho-
tography, and the results are very
luraging.
The beauty of Wellesley's cam-
pus is well reproduced, mainly,
perhaps, because of the excellent
technicolor. Bright autumn scenes
of the trees bordering Lake Wa-
ban vie for beauty with snow
scenes of skiing down Observatory
Hill.
The movies give a truly repre-
sentative picture of life at Wel-
lesley. They show traditional
campus activities such as Tree
Day, step-singing, morning chapel,
and bicycling. Such academic ac-
tivities as geology field trips to
Nantasket Beach, dissecting a lob-
ster in zoology class, and attend-
ing a seminar in musical theory
and composition conducted by
Mile. Boulanger show the varied
opportunities that Wellesley offers
its students. Wellesley's sports,
from crew in the fall to riding
in the spring, are pictured at-
tractively.
The Well is shown as well as
the Treasure Room in the Library.
There are even some pictures of
students studying for examina-
tions, although little emphasis is
placed upon the stress and strain
that accompany examination peri-
ods. In these movies one can find
an excellent picture of Wellesley's
campus, students, facilities, and
"activities.
By P. L. V
The Spanish War is again
fought on the American stage.
Again it is the ideals of the in-
dividual which are pitted against
the ruthless forces of war. The
similarity between Ernest Hem-
ingway's The Fifth Column and
Maxwell Anderson's Key Largo
must, however, become a contrast
here. In place of beautiful-
sounding verse, the latest Theatre
Guild offering contains simple
sentence structure of everyday
words. Instead of the pervasive
mood of Key Largo, we have lit-
tle actual atmosphere established.
The opening scene of each play
offers perhaps the best example of
this contrast. As the prologue
of the verse play sets the mood,
establishes the theme and eluci-
dates the characters, so the first
scene of Hemingway's play does
little more than state the situa-
tion.
The poetical and lurid ex-
pression of an evident theme is
supplanted in Hemingway by a
brutal vitality that defies defini-
tion. Perhaps the theme becomes
uncertain between the struggle of
the individual and actual Anti-
Fascist propaganda. Perhaps in-
deed, the story of the young Ameri-
can engaged in counter-espionage
in Madrid takes a few sordid turns.
Despite obvious defects, notably, a
slow beginning and some over-
emphasized dramatic effects, the
play achieves a very definite value.
It is the wealth of characteriza-
tion above all that makes The Fifth
Column worth while. The charac-
ters of this play, caught in a war
far greater than themselves
emerge as distinct individuals.
Franchot Tone in the central role
gives a moving performance as the
idealist who has allowed himself to
be swept under. Lee J. Cobb's sym-
pathetic portrayal of the loving
and suffering companion deserves
warm praise. The heroine as
played by Katharine Locke adds a
dignity to the play through her
unrestrained yet warmly human
performance. Lenore Ulric gives
a thoroughly delightful portrayal
of a little Spanish street girl.
Arnold Moss as the Colonel exhib-
its a mastery of the art.
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that the All-American Youth Or-
chestra of 109 persons being re-
cruited through the National Youth
Administration's State offices for
his Latin-American trip next sum-
mer, will be a paid, professional,
union oi-ganization.
The 51 state offices of the N.
Y. A. are still receiving appli-
cations in large numbers, and pre-
liminary auditions have already
begun in several states.
Mr. Stokowski emphasizes the
opinion that with the high pro-
fessional standards being set. the
youthful musicians' group will be
the equal of any symphony or-
chestra in the country. "Both the
musical and technical standards of
this orchestra will be equal to
those of the Philadelphia Orches-
tra," said Mr. Stokowski, conduc-
tor of the Philadelphia Symphony
Orchestra for the past 21 years.
"No player will be accepted who
would not be accepted for the
Philadelphia Orchestra, if there
were a vacancy in it. In addition
to these standards, the enthu
of youth will provide the most
vital factor in the performances
of this group."
F. P. A. Speakers Discuss
Scandinavia at Meetings
"Scandinavia — on the Filing
Line" is the subject of the next
meeting of the Foreign Policy As-
sociation, Saturday, Feb. 17, at the
Hotel Copley Plaza in Boston.
Luncheon will be served at 12.45
p. m., and the speaking will begin
at 1.35 p. m.
The speakers who will partake
in the discussion are: Samuel H.
Cross, Professor of Slavic lan-
guages and literature at Harvard
University; S. Shepherd Jones, au-
thor of Scandinavian States and
the League of Nations and Di-
rector of the World Peace Foun-
dation; Gerhart H. Seger, author of
A Nation Terrorized, and a
member of the German Reichstag
1930-1933, and Mrs. Jaakko J.
Mikkola, Secretary, Board of Di-
rectors, International Institute of
Boston. A. Ban- Comstock, mem-










i "The Fifth Column" with Franchot Tone and |
| Lenore Ulric. Fourth Theatre Guild play
COLONIAL
|
| Through February 24.
| "Night Music- — new play by Clifford Odets
SHUBERT
|
I Last week. 1
1 IN PROSPECT §
I "A Passenger to Bali" with Walter Huston. Feb. 19
-
March 2. |
I "Margin for Error': New play by Claire Boothe. Opening
Feb. 19.
|
I Cornelia Otis Skinner in "Edna. His Wife". "The Loves of
Charles
|
I If, "The Empress Eugenic." Week of Feb. 19 only.
\"The Little Foxes" with Tallulah Bankhead. Feb. 20 for three |
weeks. First two weeks Theatre Guild.
I •'Higher and Higher", musical comedy by Richard Rodgers and |
1 Lorenz Hart. March 7 through March 23.
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Free Press
Service Fund Kelief
(Continued from Page J. Col. S)
Service Fund prefers to work
through neutral agencies. At no
time does it intend to show par-
tiality to either side in a conflict
or to devote its funds to helping
either side to win.
Grace S. Person
Meeting in Toronto
To the Wellesley Collegi News:
Five days with some of the finest
men and women in the church
world today—that is what we ex-
perienced at Toronto, Canada dur-
ing Christmas vacation where a
conference on "The World Mission
of Christianity" was held. The
aim of this conference, held every
four years, was to acquaint the
youth Of North America with the
universal work of the Christian
church and to instill among them
a worship experience of great
depth. Representatives from col-
leges in every section of the United
. and Canada migrated to
Toronto where we shared in some
of the most inspiring worship ser-
ions, and seminars
i
| i- ( > 1 1 1 life centered a1 I he
university where we lived in the
dormitories and en joyed the use
of many of the buildings.
In the discussions auu semin
various leaders gave different as-
of the main theme. Dr. Hen-
ry Pitt Van Deusen of Union Theo-
logical Seminary opened the con-
ference by discussing the signifi-
cance of a Christian world move-
ment, how mankind, by having al-
legiance and faith in Christ, can
build up a structure of interna-
tional life based on peace and har-
mony.
By far one of the most out-
standing speaker was Dr. Paul
Harrison, a medical missionary
from Arabia. He presented graphic
views of his type of work in a
poverty si icl n country where one
inch of rain falls in a year and
where the temperature rises as
high as li' 1 1 at midnight.
Professor Bennett of Yale dis-
cussed the Christian movement in
this country. Fundamentally
Christianity and Democracy go to-
gether; yet, when we look at the
church conflicts and economic ten-
sions, this hardly seems possible,
and it is herein that our job lies.
Dr. Niles. a native irom Cey-
lon, spoke on the Christian Church
in India. Christians, being a mi-
nority in India, have to face the
following problems: the first one
in nationalism, the Christian reli-
gion occupies a very small place
in India's struggle for her na-
tional freedom; the second prob-
lem is a caste problem, a growing
influx of low caste Indians into
the church, thus making the
church appear to identify itself
with one social group; thirdly,
"there is only one gospel but there
are many Christianities." The
church of India must be an indig-
inous church, the flowering of the
seed of gospel out of "the soil of
a culture." Dr. Niles concluded by
saying that Christians are not
preaching the gospel to a Hindu
or an Indian, but to a man.
Pastor P. H. Wang from China
spoke on the Far Eastern aspect
of the church and the world ten-
sion. There are four such ten-
sions—between the nationalism,
between peace and war, between
"all mighty God and all mighty
God and all mighty dollar," and
between right and might. Pastor
Wang represented a typical Chi-
nese gentleman, full of Chinese
humor.
The atmosphere of this confer-
ence is a light and an example
of what a world community could
be. People of all nationalities and
races intermingled with no pre-
judiced feelings whatsoever. Ne-
groes and whites, Japanese and
Chinese, leader and student, treat-
ed one another with natural and
friendly attitudes. In their differ-
ences they are one, marching down
the road of humanity toward a
common destiny. Yet the atmos-
phere of this conference should
not be confined to Toronto. It is
the vital responsibility of all of
us to realize that "in answer to
Christ's call at world's need, we
commit ourselves to prove, think
feel, and act under God's guidance
as partners in the world mission."
Ai-li Sung
Christine Corey.
Courtney Wilson Deane Ex-'41 Writes Home About
Christmas Time Atmosphere in Warring China
Editors Note: Wellesley readers
have followed recently the letters
published in a Boston neiespaper
by Courtney Wilson Den,,,- ex-'il
who is in China urith her husband.
Mrs. Prom's parents lion /»'-
"
kind enough to allow the News to
print 63 ,-! } ptS irom o letter de-
SCribing Christmas iii China.
Hallelujah. Hallelujah, HA-LE-
LU—JAH! ! ! A hundred voices
straggled off at the las! rehearsal
of the Messiah. Oh Mr. Greene,
() Wellesley choir! Mr. Greene!
The last rehearsal and half of US
had never sung the Hallelujah
chorus before, and not because we
hadn't been to rehearsals. I ad-
mit I was worried and a bit
homesick. W.i Christmas all to
be like this, a half-hearted attempl
at imitating home pleasures, just
attempt? But Christmas was in
the air. The u ually ( old-dampnes -
we call weather was broken by the
near-full moon, and that Friday
night, as I walked home, I half
impossible
—
white flakes on the willows.
In the house a small cypi
ami green branches were
giving birth to Christmas. M'land-
Ioj d an I lady, Mil and Gordon,
were all too triad to let me get
my fingers in on it, and Hugh
wa- off at the printing press edit-
ing the special four-page mor-
iow's paper, so the puppies and
I sat in the middle >;' the living-
room floor and played. With their
great assistance in knocking off
• bi mi.-. I added our prick-
less holly and crepe-paper bows
to the wreaths the coolie had made
on hoops of bamboo strips. We
had no real Christmas tree dec-
orations but were lent some silver
icicles and one silver garland, so
though the tree itself was oddly
foreign, and only four feet tall,
it was really a pretty gay little
fellow. And tlie wreaths were
hung about the windows, on the
fire-place and on the doors.
Christmas Shopping
Saturday morning brought the
usual relief of no school, and also
the last minute trip into the city.
Hugh spent the morning on curio
street, or thieves' street, and came
i ie with his pockets bulging and
closely protected from my prying
fingers. He's spent all his time
going from shop to shop buying
up old coppers to add to the col-
lection he started when he was
in China before. I had bought
my present to him but went to the
main street to buy material to
make dresses for two dolls for
Ann and Eleanor Williams next
door. Material was expensive but
on a back shelf of one of the Chi-
nese open-front silk shops I found
some pink at sixty cents a foot.
Off the wide "Tchwenshi-lu" Nil
and I went looking for a little knit
cap for one of the servant's chil-
dren. We found not only that, but
also some paper mache bird and
fish whistles which would make
adorable ornaments on our tree.
I could hardly tear away from
those toy shops — paper masks,
large and inch-high ones, hollow
dolls, paper money gold and silver
for funerals, big paper horses, and
some which would be perfect for
the horse racing game (like they
play on transocean trips). In the
alley of one little store I found











soft details & heavenly
colors.
Grauss Strauss Wellesley Inc.
an inch high, and bought a bunch
to send as Christmas cards (minia-
ture chrysanthemums and red
berries tied to the handles, a note
inside). In a medicine-chest sized
via-- case knitted gloves which
I got for Hugh's "stocking." At
home again, as I was feeling the
soft angora-like trimmings against
my cheek, I discovered that the
gloves had been made of unwashed
wool and Phew!
Carolling
That night was the first per-
formance of the Messiah. The
Chinese choir plus the Foreign
Community choir moved with their
audience into the reading room of
the library. It went off pretty
well though I had such a cold
that 1 couldn't hear myself sing
until the last notes, when I really
went to town. Mil and I are the
only alios that breathe so I felt
quite as if I had let them all down
.
. .
imagine me and my whispering
voice ever leading a part!
Exchange of Presents
We should have wakened early
Christmas morning, at twelve,
rwo, and four, when the Chinese
chi irs came about singing carols,
but I slept through it, until the
alarm went off at seven. My
Christmas "gown" was the black
and red dress I wore to announce
my engagement in the Spring. At
eight we gathered at the Williams'
house for breakfast and to watch
the children open their presents.
They had a beautiful tree with
all the homeside trimmings, and
dozens of pat kages that had come
through, censored, from home. It
was certain] a welcome sight and
each of us joined in, received a
gift (I, a handtowel), ami helped
the kids open theirs. It was a
howl ... no matter what they
opened, if it had a candy bar in it,
as most of the home packages had,
they dropped everything to ex-
pound on the merits of their in-
dividual acquirements in the choco-
late line.
Home we came to have our own
tree. To Hugh, from his loving
wife, a chop with his Chinese
characters in ivory, a coin mold of
the time when "cash" were used,
and gloves. From Hugh, "To his
dearest Toni." a badly needed
watch; "a very expensive toy
whistle;" and a round vase on
a pedestal. It was all lots of
fun right down to folding up all
tne paper and ribbon and seals for
next year.
We were nine for dinner, had
cognac cocktails, fruit cocktail, fish,
two ducks, fixings, and pudding
with two sauces, hard sauce and
one just like home! How little it
seemed like China! Funny place,
where among the most welcome
Christmas gifts is a tin of butter,
a can of Golden Syrup, a tin of
coffee, and where duck tastes as
good as a turkey! But not home.
Off to the Hospital
To walk off the dinner we took
pictures, and then went half an
hours way out to the T. B. San-
itoriuni with Doctor Lenox who
had been called during dinner
(the young blond who got her
degree out here and specialized in
T. B. at home). Out beyond the
radio station, along a single file
path, over the irrigation ditches,
and along the vegetable fields up








5Tround trip SAILINGS DAILY,5:30 P.M.
m (30-doy iimin {From Boston)
Due New York 8 A. M. Returning,
leave New York daily, 5:30 P. M. Due
Boston 8 A. M. SS one way. Staterooms
Si up, lor one or two persons. Dinner,
SI. Breakfast, 35c up. Ships sail from
India Wharf, Boston. American ships in
sheltered American waters all the way.
• Tickets. 78 Boylston St.,
Tel, HANcock 5810; 50
Franklin St., LIBcrty 5586;
India Wharf, HANcock 1700.
eASTSXN
STEAMSHIP LINES
a slight knoll . . . here was the
old Chinese farm house that had
been remodelled to hold forty
patients, in its foursided quadran-
gle of long low buildings. In the
summer I suppose the place is
cool and lucious with grape ar-
bours. Christmas it was gay with
colored papers, cut and glued by
the patients. We said hello to one
girl who has been in a cast for
three years and expects to stay
there another. She was a pretty
cheerful young Chinese, the kind
that they move around from room
to room to keep the others in
good spirits.
Gala Evening
All dressed up in m] velvet and
Tux. Hugh and I trotted out to
supper, and there was a meal about
twice as elaborate, plentiful and
g tod as at noon! ! and to eat!
After we'd settled back fi iling
nice and sleepy, the life of the day
started. Three Chinese fellows
brought out their instruments and
played Hawaiian music. It was
lovely and oriental until suddenly
tiny began jazzing it up. The good
looking fellows, like magic, were no
longer Chinese, they were any
young college kids, well-tailored,
and of the western world. 1 am
continually surprised in this com-
munity by the college crowd, so
different from the rest of the
placid race. Sitting here, I scarcely
know I'm in China. I'm even sur-
prised when I meet someone new,
if he is white
. . . funny looking
creature. Then for the first time
in years, it seemed. I danced in
the middle of the nice little mis-
sionary community. We had lots
of fun mildly swinging it; the
evening closed fittingly with a
hymn
!
Today is the day after and we're
still eating. I played tennis in
the rare sun. The Messiah was
supposed to be broadcast tonight
but the hookup with Manila fell
through at the last minute. It is
light today with the full moon
but the city is cloaked with fog so






Courtney Wilson Deane. Ex-'/,l.
Council Discusses
Aspects of College
(Continued from Page /, Col. 2)
arately. The Club Councillors, | e <|
by Marjorie Ely Monroe '22 heard
Ivy Lee Jr., Consultant in Public
Relations, speak in line with their
program of the past year, which
has bsen a study of Wellesley's
publicity as compared to that of
other major women's colleges in
the newspapers. The Class Presi-
dents were led by Helen Goss
Thomas '12 and Mary Crane Cam-
eron '19. Marion Harbison Thayer
'IS led the group of Class Rep-
L'l .'ill a fives.
Miss Orvis of the Department
of History discussed "The Gen-
eral Examination" at the after-
noon session of the Council. Fri-
day evening, following a formal
dinner at Tower Court, Miss Mc-
Afee .-.poke on "Wellesley's Im-
mediate Future" in the Great Hall.
Under the direction of Malcolm H.
Holmes the College Orchestra pre-
sented an informal concert.
Led by Miss Seal Thompson,
Professor of Biblical History, a
chapel service opened the second
and last day's program for the
Alumnae Council. In the morn-
ing at the general session Mr.
Alfred Sheffield, Professor of
Croup Leadership and of English
Composition and Director of Alum-
' College, spoke. "Business and
Why" was the title of Mr. Donald
W. Height's speech, Assistant
Treasurer and Business Manager
of the College.
In the afternoon meeting Miss
Helen Dodson. Assistant Professor
of Astronomy, spoke on "Chang-
ing Interpretation of the Sun".
Miss McAfee was at home to the
Council at 4 p. m. The dinner
that evening was followed by a
reception to members of the facul-
ty, at which vhe guest of honor
was Dr. Erna Patzelt, Visiting
sor on the Mary Whiton
Calkins Foundation.
For Good Floicers j
FRASER'S FLOWERS
J







is a thing by itself,— the
familiar bottle of goodness
that represents four gen-
erations of experience in
refreshing millions. Its
clean, tingling taste brings
a delightful after-sense of
real refreshment.
^USE THAT REFRESHES
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C. G. Comment
During- exams a predominance
of trousered legs (not ski pants)
was evident. Since it's leap year
Wellesley girls really should be
more careful about preserving;
their femininity. Obviously it
doesn't look well, and the faded
dungaree models were especially
apparent. Skirts are much more
appropriate—and flattering.
Nominations and elections for
major officers are coming up again
in the college schedule. A great
deal has been said in the past about
the necessity of considering can-
didates carefully, evaluating them
fairly, and voting conscientiously
—so no more need be stressed here.
In order that everyone votes, how-
ever, the schedule for the elections
is printed here: February 16, lists
of nominees must be in ; February
19, all organizations ask candi-
dates; February 21, nominations
will be posted in all of the houses;
February 27, petitions will be due
to Jean Rearick '40 by 4:40 p.m.;
March 1, voting starts at noon
and will end at 7:30 p.m. on March
3; March 6, announcements will be
made at 4:40 p.m.
These are the dates that concern
the students as a whole. In be-
tween, the list:; are checked by the
Infirmary, Mrs. Ewing, the Re-
corder, and the present Major of-
ficers. A great deal of preparation
is made before the nominations are
posted. Please justify this care





The most recent survey conduct-
ed by the Student Opinion Surveys
of America on college campuses of
the nation including that of Wel-
lesley reveals that a majority of
American college students disap-
prove of the campus tradition of
hazing. Only 38', of all students
approve of the pranks and punish-
ments to which Freshmen and ini-
tiates to sororities and fraternities
are subjected.
Of the 68 </,. of the students who
declared they were against hazing,
in specified that they frowned
only on corporeal punishment, and
4895 expressed unqualified disap-
proval of hazing. Many of the




Although college students have
often shown an emphatic desire to
keep the United States neutral, a
nation-wide poll completed by the
Student Opinion Surveys reveals
that sympathy for Finland is great
enough for a majority of the stu-
i enl to approve of American loans
to the only nation that has kept up
its war debt payments.
6295 of the collegians ans-
wered affirmatively the question:
"Should the Congress allow Fin-
land to draw on her latest World
War payment to the United
Stales?" New England students
are the most in favor, more than
seven out of every ten approving,
while those in the Far West are
the least in favor. The recent
figures of the surveys conducted
"ii international problems have
shown that students in the colleges
on the eastern coast are usually
more interested in the part the
United States should play in the
solution of Europe's troubles.
Should We Allow Finland to Use
Her Vast War Debt Payment?
YES NO
Now England 72'/, 28V
Middle Atlantic 62 38
East Central 60 40
West Central 64 36
South 64 36
par West 54 46
U. S. Total 62 38
Harvard Scores Majority As
Out Coveted Bids For
Most of the business at Har-
vard Business School must be Wel-
lesley business, judging from the
list of sources of Sophomore Tea
Dance dates, in which the Business
School figures quite prominently.
In fact, Harvard as a whole does
very well, scoring frequently with
the Law as well as the Under-
graduate School. This would seem
to support the old argument of
proximity, except that M. I. T.,
which is almost as close to Wel-
lesley, falls way behind in the
running.
In spite of his majority stand-
ing, the Harvard social butterfly
will have to compete with talent
from Dartmouth, Yale, Westleyan,
Bowdoin, and points west, Dart-
mouth apparently having a par-
ticularly firm grip on the affec-
tions of Wellesley '42. Of the
"Big Three", only Princetown
shows an embarrassing lack of
representatives (embarrassing for
whom we don't know). News pre-
sents the sophomore tea dancers
and their escorts:
Bcebe
Beatrice Nimick, Warner Finney,
Greenwich, Conn.; Margaret Jen-
nings, Dan Bradley, Greenwich,
Conn.; Susanna Floyd, Halsey
Loder, Harvard Business; Martha
Sayer, Robert Myer, Wesleyan
University; Janice McGowan,
Charles Anderson, Providence,
R. I.; Marjorie Goodwin, Bob Gib-
son, Harvard Law; Kay Sickels,
Norman Hayes, Bowdoin; Frances
Bates, Charles Carroll, Nyack,
N. Y.
Cazenove
Zelda Berlin, Bernie Lever, M.
I. T.; Barbara Beury, Rushton
Williamson, Dartmouth; Eleanor
Brunelli, Wallace Cox, Harvard
Business; Jean Carpenter, Ralph
Johnston, Harvard Business; Ra-
chel Carr, Arthur Schuh, Harvard
Business; Alice Cole, Fred Myers,
Harvard; Ruth Dugan, Robert
Wagner, M. I. T.j Anne Dumstrey,
.Morton Spears, M. I. T.; Ellen
Holman, Nelson Fontneau, Tufts;
Priscilla Morse, Anson Piper, Wil-
liams; Margaret Needles, Robert
Eitner, Lehigh; Ellen Nolan, David
Martin, Yale; Louise Ormond,
Howard Maxwell, N. Y. U.; Jean
Piatt, James Sears, Harvard;
Betty Semple, Gordon Merrill,
Worcester Technology; Emma
Shafer, Carl Wagner Jr., Univers-
ity of Pennsylvania; Virginia
Simpson, Robert Kyger, Dart-
mouth; Lura Jane Smith, William
Nolan Jr., Yale; Clarinda Turner,
Roy Minich, Tufts; Margaret
Ward, Frank Brooks, Dartmouth;
nor Webster, William Ellison
Jr., Harvard Business; Marjorie
Wood, Craig Scott. Tufts.
Claflin
Mary Smithers, Charles Cooke,
Villanova; C. L. Holman, Samuel
Pierson Goddard, Harvard; Dor-
othy Jacobs, Claude McCord, M.
I. T.; Mary Anne Henderson, E.
John Pennington Jr., M. I. T.; Vir-
ginia Reid, Edmund Ford, Har-
vard; Mary Adrienne Childs, An-
drew Young, Harvard Law; Bar-
bara Brett, John Notman, Har-
vard; Marjorie Peele, Alfred B.
Booth Jr., M. I. T.; Anne Dooley,
Joseph McEnniny, Harvard; Jean
Montague, John E. Massengale III,
Harvard; Jane Wolfe, Jack Hull,
Harvard; Patricia Lambert, Wil-
liam E. Braden, Harvard; Marion
Wunderle, Paul Bartlet, Yale;
Elizabeth Blood, Loring Grimes
Jr., Swampscott; Elizabeth Bell,
Frederick Ralph; Florence Hope,
Bob Lamoreaux, Harvard Law;
Bernice Brand, Marvyn Carton.
Brown; Virginia Orr, Southgate
Hoyt, Cornell; Coleen Shaner, Fred
Wiggins, University of Pennsyl-
vania; Carolyn Evans, Mackie
Wunderle, Yale.
Davis
Alalhena Smith, Edward Schcf-
fer, Haverford; Constance Smith,





Harvard; Gloria Bosetti, David
Collins, Barbara Wenstrand, Rich-
ard Abernathy, Harvard; Frances
DuClos, Wesley Oler, Yale; Anne
Tomasello, Jack Carty, Harvard;
Jeannette Walker, Harry Martin,
M. I. T.; Joan Moody, Rogert Ahl-
gren, Dartmouth; Louise Wilde, H.
Tyler Marcy, M. I. T.; Virginia
Leonard, Edward J. Johnson.
Munger
Alice Shepherd, Charles Estes,
M. I. T.; Marion Peck, Joseph Ste-
phens, Harvard Law; Marie Lou-
ise Stafford, Donald Scarff, M. I.
T.; Rosamond Wilfley, John Tomp-
kins, Yale; Lorna Cooke, Alfred
Hauser, Yale.
Norumbega
Ann Hamilton, Carl Jealous, M.
I. T.; Nancy Wyant, James Rea,
M. I. T.; Elizabeth Reid, Robert
Little Davis, Amherst; Ann White,
William Norris Dale, Harvard;
Marjorie Schooley, Jay Zeamer,
Harvard; Brereton Sturtevant,
William P. Lester, Harvard; Mary
Louise Brubaker, William J. Bo-
bear, Harvai-d; Martha Miller,
John B. Clark, Haverford; Ruth
Blaesing, Henry W. Johnstone,
Haverford; Sally Sells, Howard
Knight, Yale; Nancy Wiltbank,
Edmund Spaeth Harvard; Mary
Louise Wright, Branton H. Kellogg,
Burdett.
Pomeroy
Eleanor Agee, Rudolph Jones
Jr., Harvard; Gladys Tomajan,
Paul Schmid; Anne MacKnight,
Walter Loeman, Bowdoin; Frances
Warner, Walter Harding Young,
Bowdoin; Joan Pinanski, Dewey
Ziegler. Harvard; Blanche 1'
Charles P. Scott, Univ. i -
Pensylvania; Ernestine McGrew,
Ralph Leavitt, Harvard; Mary
Hall, George Dreher, Dartmouth;
Ruth Weigle, Prather Stack, Yale;
Mildred Donavan, Neil Sullivan,
Holy Cross; Peggy Kahin, Oliver
Webb, Dartmouth.
Severance
Betty Briggs, W. Judson Wag-
ner, Columbia; Dorothy Dann,
Jack Maddon, Yale; Jane Fay, Bill
Whitney, Holy Cross; Chi
Freeman, John Germain; Suzanne
Haskell, Joe Reed Jr., Boston
School of Fine Arts; Suzanni Hay-
ward, Bill Worrilow, Yale; Vir-
ginia Kineke, Howard Simonds,
Yale; Aristine Lougee, S. Yates
Coker, West Point; Janet Mac-
Farland, Vining Sherman; Bette
O'Connor, Bill Magruder, Harvard;
Priscilla Blackett, Pete Oliver, Wil-
liams; Martha Blood, Dick Eng'.l-
bert, Dartmouth.
Shafer
Janice Byington, Lawrence Hin-
kle, Harvard Medical School; Pris-
cilla Wharton, Richard Capwell,
Brown; Betsey Claflin, Robert Or-
pen, Brown; Caroline Knight,
Frank Seagrave, Wellseley; Mar-
garet Bowman, Parker Allen, Har-
vard; Betty Krise, Bill Bonner,
Harvard.
Stone
Carol Snyder, W. Dudley James,
Harvard Business School; Fian-
ces Young, J. T. Rushton; Nancy
Poteet, Adam Niden; Connie Bar-
rett, Robert Carson, Harvard:
Chloe Lochridge, David McEwan;
Myrtle Brugger, John Nevins, Col-
gate; Bettie Harper, J. S. Wood-
ward, University of Connecticut;
Kay Ebbert, Ted Hazlett, Har-
vard; Peggy Bassett, Carey Wynn,
Harvard; Mary Eddy, Walter
Klein, Harvard Law; Jean Leh-
man, Bob Weis, Yale; Maria Wei-
ner, James Woolner, Yale.
Tower Court East
Shirley Hotchkiss, Norman My-
er, Harvard; Mabel Janet Bel-
cher, James Paul, Harvard; Joan
Miller, John Chadwick Teed; Dor-
othy Adams, B. K. Stevenson,
Babson; Louise Winslow, Robert B.
Higgins, Harvard; Barbara Jack-
son, Fred Allegeier, Brown; Sue
Gray Norton, Russell Brown, M.
I. T.; Marguerite Starr, Thomas
Stinson, Babson; Sally Ann Baird,
Ted Anderson, Belmont; Dorothy
Ellen Bauer, Walter Grub, Rut-
gers; Jane Remington, Jack Rau-
ber, Rochester; Elizabeth Hough,
A. W. Morris III, Princeton; Phyl-
lis Collins, Fred Meyer, Dart-
mouth; Barbara Bishop, Willard
H. Waterous, Harvard.
Tower Court West
Constance McLeary, Rhys Wil-
liams, University of Maine; Vir-
ginia Hinch, E. Fleischaker, Har-
vard; Ruth M. Anderson, David
Beaman. Jr., Boston; Janet Davis,
Roger Calohan, Rider; Beatrice
Norton, Manning Morrill, M. I. T.;
Edith Uhe, Edgar Whittemore,
III, Lehigh; Jane Rabenold, Ed-
mund Finnerty, Boston College;
Jean Havecotte, James Hibbard,
Penn State; Jean Mullins, Llewel-
lyn Jones. Harvard; Jerry Wheel-
er, John Geltz, Penn State; Betty
Jane Pose. William Musgrave,
Harvard.
Have a Winning Way!
LESSON I:
Your disposition will be just right
With oranges in the morning and coke at night.
THE ORANGE MART
97 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY
For Bridge or Entertaining a
group of your friends
for Tea
Reserve the Bine Room
at
THE WELL
Arrangeents for special tea re-
freshments may be made by
calling a day in advance.
Sophomores Prepare For
Traditional Tea Dance
(Continued from Page l. Col. J,)
want additional refreshment.
The patronesses will be Presi-
dent Mildred H. McAfee, Dean
C. Ewing, and Dean Lucy
Wilson. Girls will be expected
to present their escorts but not
themselves to the members of the
. ceiving line.
One hou] m dancing
will start at 5:00 p. m. The pro-
grams include six dances to be ex-
changed.
Tiw Committees in charge of the
Tea Dance are: Orchestra. Gra
Horner, Chairman assisted by
Lorna Cooke, Virginia Warren, and
Fiances Duclos; Refreshments,
Louise Wilde, Chairman, and Linda
Horner, Virginia Leonard, Anne
Dumstrey, and Constance Smith;
Decorations, Betty Timberlake,
< haii-man, and Dorothy Dann,
Katherine Camlin, Rosamond Wil-
fley, Betty Faye Smith. Patricia
Cornell and .Myrtle Brug
The Chairman of the Patroness
Committee is Marjory Bartlett.
She is assisted by Betty Perry,
Hazel Craig, Ethel Link, and
Mary Childs. Ann Hamilton and
Beatrice Norton are co-chairiw n
of the Business Committee which
des Janice Byington, Jane
Fay, Dorothy Klauder, Muriel Lar-
s a, Katherine Sickels, and Mar-
guerite Stair.
Wellesley Carries Off
10% of Beauty Honor
At Dartmouth Carnival
By Anne Blackmar
Smith may head Wellesley by
taking first choice in the Dart-
mouth Pictorial's chart of women's
colleges (note: we are convinced
that is merely because there are
2700 in North Hampton), but our
fair alma mater crashed into top
place in the Queen's Court at Win-
ter Carnival. For twenty chilly
minutes on Friday evening of Long
Week-end, Fiora Mariotti '41, Sis
Cenedella '41, and Anne Thomas
'42, stood bathing in admiration
on the three tiers of the ice layer
cake that held the Queen and her
thirty attendants.
"My toes were all I could think
of," whispered Fiora in response
to a question. The souvenirs of
her week-end seem to be manifold;
not only laryngitis but the ability
to jam on the piano, the loss of
seven pounds, and the acquisition
of a pair of special Dartmouth
mittens.
Contrary to the general run of
Carnival attendants, Fiora actually
knows how to ski. The hickory
plank sport is, in fact, her favorite.
She tackled Tuckerman's Ravine
last year at this time. When ask-
ed how her family had taken the
news, she replied that they were
both amused and amazed.
The high spot of Sis Cenedella's
week-end was her evening at the
Nugget, the town theatre. "The
atmosphere was plenty informal!"
she remarked. "Everyone talks
whenever he feels 'he urge, and
the audience throws tilings at the
screen during particularly lousy
parts."
Si - main objection to Hanover
is that it is complete!; in the sticks.
Her remedy is to move a city near
the college. With that improve-
ment Dartmouth could be an ideal
college. The sight that Sis reports
as most spectacular was the white
i lastex ski suit with a fur
hood and a scarlet cape, worn by a
member of the Queen's Court.
Asked her opinion of the Queen
herself, Anne Thomas replied with-
out hesitation that the beauty of
beauties had a large mouth but
poised, vivi i i ius, and had
lovely eyes.
Anne, known around campus as
the girl with the gold car, was
chosen somewhat suddenly. The
red-jacketed member of the Outing
Club that tapped her fell smack on
the ice behind her and yelled, "Hey,
wait a minute. Will you step
aside?" The next thing she knew
Anne was standing in the Outing
Club Clubhouse between a high
school lassie and the singer that
with Ben Cutler in the Rain-
bow Room. Photographers from
all six directions boomed, "Look
this way," for the 45 minutes be-
fore the girls took their neon
candles and stepped out to the
birthday cake in the midst of a
blackout.
The Dartmouth Pictorial can in-
isl till it's out. of breath that the
wearers of the green choose Car-
nival dates only three per cent for
looks, but the Queen plus her























Grauss Strauss Wellesley Inc.
NEW!— RIBBON-BOUND
"PORKPIE" $5.95
Ourfomed "porkpie" puis forth
lor Spring, smaller Ihon ever
wilh Us bright new detail of
wide grosgiain band ond
matching ribbon-bound brim.
You'll wont it in brown and navy.
ft
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Calendar
Thursday. Feb. IS: »S 16 a.m, Morn-
,,,,. Chanel. Eleanoi R. Be 40
'ill lead <:< <" Faculty Awemb-
lv R n, Green Hal) Aeade I oun-
,:,, .4:30 p.m., Room 130 Green Hall.
Mr Thomas Hayes Procter of the
Philosophy Department wl 1 speak on
"A Philosopher's Rellg . Pea Jt
: mi fChrlstlan Association.) « •*«
,,
,„' T.Z.E. House. Mi,.- Eileen
lei. Washington, D. C., will ta*
,„,
• wi,;,, Can Worm n Do In 1 ol -
tics?" Tea .'i i 15. (Pers I Bu-
i. mi and !''' am. I
. ,,
Friday, Fob. 10: '8:16 a.m.. Morn-
ing Chapel. Ml WJ1 on wl
lead
;:;„ - ,::n p.m., Pendleton Hall Baal.
PhysICJ Dep:u-lnuMil Op.-ii Hols,..
All
members of th. Colleg, in Invited
Saturday. Fob. 17: 8 16 a.m.. Morn-
i„G Chanel Miss McAfee wll lead
r« i Dane, rickel . -i ;",,"',
^nUaar. Feb. is: »11:00 a.m.. Me-
1al I hnpel. i 'rea. jher. Di
Burns Chalmers Profess f i«
, L. i Biblical Literature, and
ReUeloui Director Smith College
•
..-,,„ in Religion begins undei th.
leadersl. t pi « h« ^{vJb? 1
,,f th.- Forum, A Faith to wye i*> •
D, Ch llmers will be In th, Christian
Assoclal '. Be from 2 to} da.J
Cor conferences. M:00 -. a .00 p.m.
•Vz e House. Pea glv< n for Dr.
ind
Un Chalmers by Christian Associa-
tion »" 30 o.m., Shakespeare Sou
•
,„. Chalmers "ill talk on "Jesus an, I
°^omf«
n
rff'l9: -I 16 a.m., Morn-
In? Chapel. Dr. Chalmers will lead.
•4 4ii i....... Mei ial Chapel. Dr.
Chalmen will speak on "Is Thewn
Need for Faith In God rodaj Th'
;..,.,.,. ,.. French songs will b« om'tted7
-15 ,.,„ Tower Court. Pnlk on
T i„. v,.,. paganism", by Dr. I halm-
' '
| ,,, .,!„>. Feb. e»: »8:15 a.m., Mom-
,.
' hapel. Dr. Chn n will lead
„'„,.. Memorial Chapel. Dr.
r will speak on What Can
vv . i„, With Rel«g«°,"?, Faith
.Lv„J 7,5
.,,,, stom Hall. Talk on 'Ethics »
Religion?" by Dr i hataien.
AVcilni-i ny. I-«'I». SI: J-lo a.m.,
Mornlnp Chapel. Dr. Chalmers will
i, ...,i -i to p.m., Memorial ' hapel.
n Ch n will talh i i "What Can
i Believe? a Creative Faith 7.15
,,„,. Munger Hall. Dr I halmers will
ineai "The Meaning ol Christian
%mhmrX?.^ob. 28:«8:15a.m..Morn-
Ing Chapel. Miss i ivei u ker will lead.
Faculty Make Plans For
Absences of 1940-1941
(Continued from Page l. Col. S)
vard during the second semester.
Miss Edna Heidbreder, Professor
of Psychology, will visit several
American universities. She plans
to spend most of her time in tra-
vel, writing, and research.
A continuation of her research
on the general subject of "Italian
elements and influences in the de-
velopment of American culture"
is the plan of Miss Angeline La-
Piana. Assistant Professor of
Italian. Miss LaPiana will work
at the Widener Library at Har-
vard, and, if possible, in Italy.
Miss Barbara P. McCarthy, As-
sistant Professor of Greek, intends
to study at Yale in Greek Lyric
Poetry and in Byzantine Greek.
She will also do research work for
a critical study of the Odyssey.
Mrs. Curtis may be preparing
material for a new course and she
also hopes to make progress tow-
ard a book, which she has prom-
ised to write in the near future,
a book which would give some ac-
quaintance with the scholarly ap-
proach to the Bible, and would
indicate the main problems which
men were trying to solve in dif-
ferent periods of Biblical history.
This book would also consider the
relevance for our age of the ways
they met their difficulties and of
some of the solutions they found.
Miss Helen T. Jones, Associate
Professor of Chemistry, plans to
work at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in inorganic chemistry,
possibly doing some research with
the rarer elements. She is par-
ticularly interested in getting new
points of view on the teaching of
inorganic chemistry.
Miss Louise Kingsley, Associate
Professor of Geology, has two ob-
jects in mind; the first, to gain
more experience in the work she
i i 'aching, and second, to do some
independent research. She hopes
to be able to pursue these objects
in Hawaii.
Miss Dorothy Heyworth, As-
sistant Professor of Physics, plans
to spend the semester either at
the University of California or at
the University of Denver. She
wishes to spend part of the time
reading and observing experimental
i'Ii ; she also hopes to assist
in a problem of cosmic ray re-
search.
Faculty who have been grant-
ed leave of absence during the
entire year 1040-1941 include Mr.
Edward B. Greene, Assistant Pro-
fessor of Music and Director »1"
the Choir; Miss Edith Hamilton,
Assistant Professor of English
Students to Attend
Physics Open House
(Continued from Page U Col. 1)
ognize it. Or you might give ear
to the sound of the "simple elec-
trical musical instruments." They
can't carry a tune either.
Finally, you may draw a long
sigh and sink into the "dentist's
chair," where the ultru violet
fluorescence will show up any and
all of your defective teeth. Don't
do this, however, if you are one of
the detestable few who dislike,
with even an ever-so- slight feel-
ing of dread, the dentist chair, he-
cause your cowardice will out: in
the oucl probing of the ultra vio-
let fluorescence, there, for all the
world to see, the whites of your
eyes will show!
Mr. Chalmers Will Lead
Religious Forum Talks
(Continued from Page '. Col. 5)
That evening Mr. Chalmers will
lead the firsl informal discussion
on "The New Paganism" in Towel
Court at 7:15 p. m.
"What Can We Do with Re-
ligious Faith'.'" will be the topic
Of the afternoon Chapel service.
Tuesday, February 20 at 4:40 p.m.
led by Mr. Chalmers. In the eve-
ning discussion he will explain
"The Ethics of Religion" in Stone
Hall at 7:15 p. m.
Wednesday, February 21 at 4:40
p. m. Mr. Chalmers will discuss
"What Can 1 Believe: a Creative
Faith" in the afternoon Chapel
service. At the final evening dis-
cussion, Mr. Chalmers will deal
with "The Meaning of Christian
Commitment" in Munger Hall at
7:15 p. ni.
In I he afternoons from 2 to 3
p. m. Mr. Chalmers will talk to
students who wish to come to the
C. A. Lounge. Students also may
sign up at the evening discussions
for individual conferences.
Composition; and Mrs. Laura H.
Loomis, Professor of English Lit-
erature. Mrs. Laurine Bongiorno,
Assistant Professor of Art, will
be absent for the first semester
only, and Mr. Bernard C. Heyl,





Gotham Gold Stripe Stockings
A wise choice for econ-
omy, durability and good




3 prs. for $2.85
60 CENTRAL ST.
Wellesley
Uoston - Brookline - Cambridge
and Lynn
Campus Crier
FOUND: Bicycle — License No 263,
(Welleslej C ge M3IM940.) L.efl
in rach be I Sage Hill for thri
weeks before vacation. Sal there
during vocation i for week
Hft) i. ii nov repom In S2om "
"'
Snge Hall (Zoologj side.) The owner
may to claim it at any time.
TItADK—Oi ce-whlie mitten (foi
rlghl iaiw) with blui . yellow,
,,,,i Kght purply-brown pattern,
found Tuesday morning 7 a.m..
.i.in. 30, in Quad f i' new pair
,,f deep brown string glove niacin
in Irish Free State and L.OS1 In
i.ii„. Tuesdny, Jan. 23, between 8 10
i
',ia ,-,. in. Reward. Lucile
i i ssenden, P roj
.
Alumnae Notes College Notes
.Married
Marjory Best "35 to Gifford
Mabie. _ _, ,
Jeanne Sincoff '36 to Dr. Fred-
erick H. Theodore.
Engaged
May Spencer '38 to Charles
Alexandei Pulaski.
Matilda Biclcnell to CI arles B.
Fontaine.
Betty Anderson '38 to Edwin A.
Barnes Jr., Harvard College, N. Y.
School of Business.
Ellen E. Pugh '36 to John J.
Mclnerney.
Virginia Marean Lewis '40 to
Neil M tchell Charity.





I RICE'S FLOWER SHOP |
1 95 Central St. Tel. Wei. 0303 f
F
,„„ inuilllllll I IHIMI
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ANN MILLER, star of stage and screen, now appearing
in George White's Scandals, is definitely the outstanding
dance discovery of our lime . . and a discovery more and
more smokers are making everyday is that CHESTERFIEtDS




You'll always find these
two qualities at their best, plus a
far cooler smoke, in Chesterfield's
Right Combination of the world's
best cigarette tobaccos.
1flake your next pack Chesterfield and
seefor yourselfwhy one smoker tells another
They Satisfy. You cantbuy a better cigarette.
hesterfield
The Cooler, Better-Tasting, DEFINITELY MILDER Cigarette
MAKE YOUR
NEXT PACK
CopyriRht 1940. Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co,
